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Signal-Noise RatioSignal-Noise Ratio

 The The signalsignal is what you are measuring  is what you are measuring 
that is the result of the that is the result of the presencepresence of  of 
your analyteyour analyte

 Noise is Noise is extraneousextraneous information that  information that 
can interfere with or alter the signal. can interfere with or alter the signal. 

 It can not be completely eliminated, It can not be completely eliminated, 
but hopefully reduced!but hopefully reduced!
 Noise is considered random! Noise is considered random! 

 indeterminateindeterminate



SIGNAL VS. NOISESIGNAL VS. NOISE



SIGNAL VS. NOISESIGNAL VS. NOISE



 Since noise can not be eliminated Since noise can not be eliminated 
(it is random), we are more (it is random), we are more 
interested in the S/N ratio than interested in the S/N ratio than 
the intensity of the noisethe intensity of the noise
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Noise
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X
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S/N = 4.3:1

S /N = 43:1



S/N Objective?S/N Objective?

 Reduce as much of the noise as possible Reduce as much of the noise as possible 
by carefully controlling conditionsby carefully controlling conditions
 Temperature, power supply variations, etc. etc. Temperature, power supply variations, etc. etc. 

etc.etc.
 Increase the Increase the signal to noise ratiosignal to noise ratio! ! 

 More signal vs. noise means a lower STDEV!More signal vs. noise means a lower STDEV!
 More precise measurementMore precise measurement

 Lower STDEV means a better Lower STDEV means a better LODLOD
 Lower limits of detectionLower limits of detection

 A S/N ratio of 3 is usually the minimum A S/N ratio of 3 is usually the minimum 
that is acceptable. that is acceptable. 



Types of noise

Signal processing noise can be classified by its statistical properties (sometimes called the "color" of the noise) 
and by how it modifies the intended signal:

     Additive noise, gets added to the unintended signal
   Power-law noise
     White noise

 Additive white Gaussian noise
         Pink noise 

   Flicker noise, with 1/f power spectrum
  Brown noise or Brownian noise, with 1/f2 power spectrum

         Black noise
         Gaussian noise
         Contaminated Gaussian noise, whose PDF is a linear mixture of Gaussian PDFs
         Cauchy noise

     Multiplicative noise, multiplies or modulates the intended signal
     Quantization error, due to conversion from continuous to discrete values
     Poisson noise, typical of signals that are rates of discrete events

   Shot noise, e.g. caused by static electricity discharge
     Transient noise, a short pulse followed by decaying oscillations
     Burst noise, powerful but only during short intervals
     Phase noise, random time shifts in a signal



Stationary processesStationary processes

 InIn a generic randoma generic random process, all statistical quantities are a function of  process, all statistical quantities are a function of tt..
 IfIf theythey are are insteadinstead time ‐invariant, then the process is called strict sensetime ‐invariant, then the process is called strict sense

stationary.stationary.
 Stationarity meansStationarity means thatthat  it is  it is impossible to discriminate between a process impossible to discriminate between a process 

and its  translated version in timeand its  translated version in timeonly by mean of statistical measures.only by mean of statistical measures.
   If a process is stationary, then its PDF must satisfy If a process is stationary, then its PDF must satisfy f(x,t)=f(x,t+k)f(x,t)=f(x,t+k), that is the , that is the 

PDF does not change in time.PDF does not change in time.
 As a consequence, its mean must be constant:As a consequence, its mean must be constant:






 And similarly the power and the variance:And similarly the power and the variance:
 PPXX(t)=P(t)=PXX

 σσ22
XX(t)=(t)=σσ22
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Ergodic processesErgodic processes

 To characterize a process, even if stationary, we should consider all To characterize a process, even if stationary, we should consider all 
the instances and their statistical featuresthe instances and their statistical features

 If its possible to use only one instance to fully charcaterize the If its possible to use only one instance to fully charcaterize the 
process then the process is called “ergodic”.process then the process is called “ergodic”.

 An ergodic process satisfies:An ergodic process satisfies:






 That is the random variable That is the random variable XXmm, obtained by averaging at single time , obtained by averaging at single time 
all the possible instances, has a mean equal to all the possible instances, has a mean equal to mmxx and null variance. and null variance.

 In practice, the mean can be computed by using a “moving window”In practice, the mean can be computed by using a “moving window”
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ADDITIVE WHITE ADDITIVE WHITE 
GAUSSIAN NOISEGAUSSIAN NOISE

 Noise in signal processing can mostly be considered  a Noise in signal processing can mostly be considered  a 
stationary random process.stationary random process.
 Mean, variance and power are constantMean, variance and power are constant
 Autocorrelation and autocovariance depend only on the difference Autocorrelation and autocovariance depend only on the difference 

between two time instants between two time instants 
 At a fixed At a fixed tt, , Noise(t)Noise(t) is a random Gaussian variable is a random Gaussian variable
 If we assume that its autocorrelation is a Dirac delta in the If we assume that its autocorrelation is a Dirac delta in the 

origin, then its power spectral density will be constantorigin, then its power spectral density will be constant


 Last, most noise add to the signals: Last, most noise add to the signals: obs(t) = signal(t) + Noise(t)obs(t) = signal(t) + Noise(t)
 AWGN = ADDITIVE WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISEAWGN = ADDITIVE WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISE



 Noise types. White noise 

Example: A simulation of white noise 

Input Gaussian white noise Input noise PSD



Instrumental NoiseInstrumental Noise
 Thermal (Johnson) Noise:Thermal (Johnson) Noise:

 Thermal agitation of electrons affects their Thermal agitation of electrons affects their 
“smooth” flow.“smooth” flow.

 Due to different velocities and movement of Due to different velocities and movement of 
electrons in electrical components.electrons in electrical components.

 Dependent upon both temperature and the Dependent upon both temperature and the 
range of frequencies (frequency bandwidths) range of frequencies (frequency bandwidths) 
being utilized.being utilized.

 Can be reduced by reducing temperature of Can be reduced by reducing temperature of 
electrical components. electrical components. 

 Eliminated at absolute zeroEliminated at absolute zero..
 Considered “white noise” occurs at all Considered “white noise” occurs at all 

frequencies.frequencies.
 rms = (4kTR∆f)rms = (4kTR∆f)1/21/2, , 



 Shot Noise:Shot Noise:
 Occurs when electrons or charged Occurs when electrons or charged 

particles cross junctions (different particles cross junctions (different 
materials, vacuums, etc.)materials, vacuums, etc.)

 Considered “white noise” occurs at all Considered “white noise” occurs at all 
frequencies.frequencies.

 Due to the statistical variation of the Due to the statistical variation of the 
flow of electrons (current) across flow of electrons (current) across 
some junctionsome junction
 Some of the electrons jump across the Some of the electrons jump across the 

junction right awayjunction right away
 Some of the electrons take their time Some of the electrons take their time 

jumping across the junctionjumping across the junction
 iirmsrms = (2Ie∆f) = (2Ie∆f)1/21/2



 Flicker NoiseFlicker Noise
 Frequency dependentFrequency dependent
 Magnitude is inversely proportional Magnitude is inversely proportional 

to frequencyto frequency
 Significant at frequencies less than Significant at frequencies less than 

100 Hz100 Hz
 Results in long-term drift in Results in long-term drift in 

electronic componentselectronic components
 Can be reduced by using resisters Can be reduced by using resisters 

that are metallic, wire woundthat are metallic, wire wound



 Environmental Noise: Environmental Noise: Room should be Room should be 
cold??cold??
 Unlimited possible sourcesUnlimited possible sources
 Can often be eliminated by eliminating the Can often be eliminated by eliminating the 

sourcesource
 Other noise sources can not be eliminated!!!!!!Other noise sources can not be eliminated!!!!!!

 Methods of eliminating it…Methods of eliminating it…
 Moving the instrument somewhere elseMoving the instrument somewhere else
 Isolating /conditioning the instruments power Isolating /conditioning the instruments power 

sourcesource
 Controlling temperature in the roomControlling temperature in the room

 Control expansion/contraction of components in Control expansion/contraction of components in 
instrumentinstrument

 Eliminating interferences Eliminating interferences 
 Stray light from open windows, panels on instrumentStray light from open windows, panels on instrument
 Turning off radios, TV’s, other instrumentsTurning off radios, TV’s, other instruments



NOISE SPECRUMNOISE SPECRUM

Has the property of Flicker noise



Pink noise Pink noise 

 Pink noise or  1⁄f noise is a signal or process with a frequency spectrum such that the Pink noise or  1⁄f noise is a signal or process with a frequency spectrum such that the 
power spectral density (energy or power per frequency interval) is inversely proportional power spectral density (energy or power per frequency interval) is inversely proportional 
to the frequency of the signal. In pink noise, each octave (halving/doubling in frequency) to the frequency of the signal. In pink noise, each octave (halving/doubling in frequency) 
carries an equal amount of noise energy. The name arises from the pink appearance of carries an equal amount of noise energy. The name arises from the pink appearance of 
visible light with this power spectrum.[1] This is in contrast with white noise which has visible light with this power spectrum.[1] This is in contrast with white noise which has 
equal intensity per frequency interval.equal intensity per frequency interval.

 Within the scientific literature the term pink noise is sometimes used a little more loosely Within the scientific literature the term pink noise is sometimes used a little more loosely 
to refer to any noise with a power spectral density of the formto refer to any noise with a power spectral density of the form

         S (f) ∝ 1/fS (f) ∝ 1/fαα

 where f is frequency, and 0 < α < 2, with exponent α usually close to 1. where f is frequency, and 0 < α < 2, with exponent α usually close to 1. 
 These pink-like noises occur widely in nature and are a source of considerable interest in These pink-like noises occur widely in nature and are a source of considerable interest in 

many fields. The distinction between the noises with α near 1 and those with a broad many fields. The distinction between the noises with α near 1 and those with a broad 
range of α approximately corresponds to a much more basic distinction. range of α approximately corresponds to a much more basic distinction. 



Noise types. 1/f noise 

Example: A simulation of 1/f noise 

Input Gaussian white noise Input noise PSD

Output 1/f noise Output noise PSD



Brownian noiseBrownian noise

   Brownian noise, also known as Brownian noise, also known as Brown noiseBrown noise or  or red noisered noise, is the kind of , is the kind of 
signal noise produced by Brownian motion, hence its alternative name signal noise produced by Brownian motion, hence its alternative name 
of random walk noise.of random walk noise.

   The term "Brown noise" comes not from the color, but after Robert The term "Brown noise" comes not from the color, but after Robert 
Brown, the discoverer of Brownian motion. Brown, the discoverer of Brownian motion. 

 The term "red noise" comes from the "white noise"/"white light" The term "red noise" comes from the "white noise"/"white light" 
analogy; red noise is strong in longer wavelengths, similar to the red analogy; red noise is strong in longer wavelengths, similar to the red 
end of the visible spectrum.end of the visible spectrum.

 Its spectral density is inversely proportional to fIts spectral density is inversely proportional to f22, meaning it has more , meaning it has more 
energy at lower frequencies, even more so than pink noise. It energy at lower frequencies, even more so than pink noise. It 
decreases in power by 6 dB per octave (20 dB per decade)decreases in power by 6 dB per octave (20 dB per decade)

 Strictly, Brownian motion has a Gaussian probability distribution, but Strictly, Brownian motion has a Gaussian probability distribution, but 
"red noise" could apply to any signal with the 1/f"red noise" could apply to any signal with the 1/f22 frequency spectrum. frequency spectrum.









Black noiseBlack noise

   Black noise is also called silent noise.Black noise is also called silent noise.

 Noise with a 1/fNoise with a 1/fββ spectrum, where β > 2. This formula is  spectrum, where β > 2. This formula is 
used to model the frequency of natural disasters.used to model the frequency of natural disasters.

 Noise that has a frequency spectrum of predominantly zero Noise that has a frequency spectrum of predominantly zero 
power level over all frequencies except for a few narrow power level over all frequencies except for a few narrow 
bands or spikes. bands or spikes. 

 Note: An example of black noise in a facsimile transmission Note: An example of black noise in a facsimile transmission 
system is the spectrum that might be obtained when system is the spectrum that might be obtained when 
scanning a black area in which there are a few random scanning a black area in which there are a few random 
white spots. Thus, in the time domain, a few random pulses white spots. Thus, in the time domain, a few random pulses 
occur while scanningoccur while scanning



NOISE SPECRUMNOISE SPECRUM

Has the property of Flicker noise



Gaussian noiseGaussian noise

   Gaussian noise is statistical noise having a probability density function (PDF) equal to that of Gaussian noise is statistical noise having a probability density function (PDF) equal to that of 
the normal distribution, which is also known as the Gaussian distribution.the normal distribution, which is also known as the Gaussian distribution.

 In other words, the values that the noise can take on are Gaussian-distributed.In other words, the values that the noise can take on are Gaussian-distributed.
 A special case is A special case is white Gaussian noisewhite Gaussian noise, in which the values at any pair of times are identically , in which the values at any pair of times are identically 

distributed and statistically independent (and hence uncorrelated).distributed and statistically independent (and hence uncorrelated).


 Signals can be affected by wideband Gaussian noise coming from many natural sources, such as Signals can be affected by wideband Gaussian noise coming from many natural sources, such as 
the thermal vibrations of atoms in conductors (thermal noise or Johnson-Nyquist noise), shot the thermal vibrations of atoms in conductors (thermal noise or Johnson-Nyquist noise), shot 
noise, black body radiation from the earth and other warm objectsnoise, black body radiation from the earth and other warm objects



 Principal sources of Gaussian noise in digital images arise during acquisition e.g. sensor noise Principal sources of Gaussian noise in digital images arise during acquisition e.g. sensor noise 
caused by poor illumination and/or high temperature, and/or transmission e.g. electronic circuit caused by poor illumination and/or high temperature, and/or transmission e.g. electronic circuit 
noise.noise.

   In digital signal processing Gaussian noise can be reduced using a spatial filter, though when In digital signal processing Gaussian noise can be reduced using a spatial filter, though when 
smoothing an image, an undesirable outcome may result in the blurring of fine-scaled image smoothing an image, an undesirable outcome may result in the blurring of fine-scaled image 
edges and details because they also correspond to blocked high frequencies.edges and details because they also correspond to blocked high frequencies.

   Conventional spatial filtering techniques for noise removal include: mean (convolution) Conventional spatial filtering techniques for noise removal include: mean (convolution) 
filtering, median filtering and Gaussian smoothing.filtering, median filtering and Gaussian smoothing.



Multiplicative noiseMultiplicative noise

 In signal processing, the term multiplicative noise refers to an In signal processing, the term multiplicative noise refers to an 
unwanted random signal that gets multiplied into some relevant unwanted random signal that gets multiplied into some relevant 
signal during capture, transmission, or other processing.signal during capture, transmission, or other processing.



 Examples of multiplicative noise affecting digital photographs Examples of multiplicative noise affecting digital photographs 
are:are:
   proper shadows due to undulations on the surface of the imaged proper shadows due to undulations on the surface of the imaged 

objects,objects,
 shadows cast by complex objects like foliage and Venetian blinds,shadows cast by complex objects like foliage and Venetian blinds,
   dark spots caused by dust in the lens or image sensor, dark spots caused by dust in the lens or image sensor, 
 variations in the gain of individual elements of the image sensor array.variations in the gain of individual elements of the image sensor array.









Signal Averaging Signal Averaging 
(one way of controlling noise)(one way of controlling noise)

 Ensemble AveragingEnsemble Averaging
 Collect multiple signals over the same time or Collect multiple signals over the same time or 

wavelength (for example) domainwavelength (for example) domain
 EASILY DONE WITH COMPUTERS!EASILY DONE WITH COMPUTERS!

 Calculate the mean signal at each point in Calculate the mean signal at each point in 
the domainthe domain

 Re-plot the averaged signalRe-plot the averaged signal
 Since noise is random (some +/ some -), Since noise is random (some +/ some -), 

this helps reduce the overall noise by this helps reduce the overall noise by 
cancellation!cancellation!
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Si, individual measurements of the signal including noise

If we sum n measurements to obtain the ensemble average, the signal Si adds for each repetition. 

The total signal Sn is given by 

For the noise, the variance is additive (note STD is not additive). The total Variance is 

The standard deviation, or the total rms noise, is 

The S/N after n repetitions (S/N)n is then,



S/N is good S/N is good  KEEP  KEEP 
ADDING!ADDING!



 Boxcar AveragingBoxcar Averaging
 Take an average of 2 or more signals Take an average of 2 or more signals 

in some domainin some domain
 Plot these points as the average Plot these points as the average 

signal in the same domainsignal in the same domain
 Can be done with just one set of dataCan be done with just one set of data
 You lose some detail in the overall You lose some detail in the overall 

signalsignal





Hardware device for noise Hardware device for noise 
reductionreduction

 Grounding and shieldingGrounding and shielding
 Differences and instrumentation Differences and instrumentation 

amplifiersamplifiers
 Analog filteringAnalog filtering
 ModulationModulation



Hardware device for noise Hardware device for noise 
reductionreduction



Hardware device for noise Hardware device for noise 
reductionreduction
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